CORRIGENDUM – June 2014
REF : GRAVESLAB No. 161 – IT’S CURRENT LOCATION.
This corrigendum is to provide the correct situation that graveslab No. 161 is not
still on the north or Gospel side of the altar in St Oran’s Chapel. However, Historic
Scotland now agree with me that this honoured position is, by ritual and custom,
most likely where Reginald, the Abbey founder, is buried. [See their 2014 Official
Guide to Iona Abbey, p.39. And its p.17 {and Credits} also acknowledge my essential
“reinterpretation of the inscription” on slab no. 150 which identifies it as Angus Og
Macdonald’s, died, c.1318; see the detail in Ch. 6, this book}.
I now propose that this “much worn” slab 161, which has very indistinct carvings,
was uplifted from its medieval position on the north side of the altar in 1860, along
with the others, and then relaid incorrectly near the door in 1921-5 by the Public
Works Dept {they had no plans to show where the slabs laid originally.} There is
strong photographic evidence that No. 161 is not currently in its original, medieval
position {plus corner missing and cracked through the centre from being uplifted}.
The mistake was made because slab no.116 and the “blank” one now apparently in
its place {a non-medieval replacement?}, both appear flat and undecorated on the
top surface, both have bevelled edges and only a tiny variation in shape and size.
The partly incorrect 1977 RCAHMS map of the slabs in the chapel also confounds
the confusion {No. 161 represented as “undecorated”, no bevel edges}.
See overleaf for a complex, diagrammatic explanation which gives the “picture” of
slab 161’s key movements from 1207 to 2000. {Early draft provided to Historic
Scotland, 2013. Smallest type may be hard to read.}
I have proposed since 2011 that slab No. 161 is the monument of Reginald mac
Somerled, the Iona Abbey founder. But Historic Scotland have selected slab No. 191
{and I have explained with emphatic reasons why this cannot be so}. I have
provided a strategy and project model for future archaeology in the chapel - a
suitable framework based on the successful “Looking for Richard III” project and
also using the 2012 SCARF reasons and recommendations.
The pages in the book which this corrigendum relates to are :• pps 32, 128, 133.
See website for further research and analysis on all the above :-

http://www.ionaabbeyandclandonald.com/1-kings--lords-of-the-isles---graveslabattribution.html
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